
SHREK - THE AUDITION PROCESS  !
Preparing for your audition is as easy as 1-2-3!   

Auditions will take place the week of May 4th.  We will send an email reminder about 
auditions as they approach. !
Callbacks will be held on Saturday, May 9th between 9am-3pm. Actors who are interested in 
being cast in a lead role or as a featured dancer need to be available for callbacks on this date.  !
Naturally, each student will feel some nervousness about auditions, but rest assured that we strive 
to make the process as painless as possible. The auditions are a chance for the director to observe 
actors both in solo work and with others. Auditions will happen in small groups so that no 
student will have to audition in front of everyone at camp.   
  
Please review the character descriptions and listen to the CD with your child, and then complete 
the audition form together. On the audition form, each child must identify three parts they would 
enjoy.  For their audition, they should prepare the lines and section of song identified on the in 
this packet for their first choice character.  If preparing part of a song is beyond your child’s 
experience level at this point, we ask that they be prepared to sing part of a familiar song, such as 
“Happy Birthday”.  These assigned lines and songs do not have to be memorized however it will 
benefit your child’s self-esteem if they feel they are prepared and familiar with their character 
choice. !
Students need to be able to rehearse without their scripts by Monday, June 29th at the latest.  
This includes knowing blocking and choreography.  Consider what amount of time can be 
spent at home on the script in order to help determine which roles are appropriate to 
audition for.  Parent help at home is crucial for characters with greater amounts of spoken lines. !
Each child will be asked to dance as part of their audition.  Please wear closed-toe shoes and 
comfortable clothing.  When students arrive for their audition, we will teach simple 
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Step 1- Fill out your Audition Form.  You should bring it with you to the audition. Make sure 
you've attached a photo that shows your face! !

Step 2 - Read the script carefully, along with the character descriptions provided by PVTC to 
identify your first-choice character. !

Step 3-  Refer to the audition packet to see what specific material you should prepare to 
showcase your first-choice character and rehearse for your audition. 



choreography to all students, which everyone will use for their audition.  There are several 
featured dancing roles in Shrek, Jr.  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AUDITION FAQs !
Question: Who will be at my audition? 
Answer: A group of 8-12 other campers who are a similar age to you. You will audition with 
this whole group, so you never have to be alone! PVTC Summer Staff will also be there: the 
director, musical director, choreographer, stage manager, and projects instructors - all of these 
teachers are excited to work with you this summer!   !
Question: My audition is 1 hour, what will we do? 
Answer:  
A group warm-up/game - This puts new campers at ease and allows everyone to get to know 
each other and the teachers. It also allows us to see how performers work as an ensemble. !
A simple dance combination  - Each student will learn a short piece of choreography. Come to 
the audition in clothes and shoes that allow you to move! !
Singing - Each actor must sing at auditions. If you are trying out for a specific part, you should 
learn the section of the song associated with your first-choice character. If this whole process is 
new to you, you can choose a simple song like "Happy Birthday" or the ABC's. !
Acting - Certain characters require acting auditions. !!

DEMYSTIFYING AUDITIONS: 
DOs AND DON’Ts !

DO Give yourself enough time to prepare for your audition. Be familiar with your song and 
lines, if your character speaks. Practice in front of other people, like friends or parents. !
DO Get a lot of rest the night before your audition. Make sure you have your audition form and 
character prep sheet ready before you come to the theatre. !
DO Make interesting physical and vocal character choices - don't be afraid to take risks! !
DON'T Wait until the last minute to prepare for your audition. You want to be calm, confident, 
and relaxed. !
DON'T Wear flip-flops or restrictive clothing to your audition. You want to be able to move 
freely. !
DON'T Forget to have fun! !
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!
SHREK - CHARACTER DESCRIPTIONS !

BIG BAD WOLF (Range: A4-Bb4) He doesn't need to be a scary, threatening big-bad-wolf 
type. At this point, he's a pretty wolf who is reduced to wearing Little Red Ridinghood's 
grandmother's dressing gown. !
CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD The perfect role for an actor with some inherent strength and 
authority. We’re looking for somebody who has a big, booming voice and who isn't scared to put 
all the Fairy Tale Creatures in their place.  !
DONKEY (Range: D3-E4) A brash, loud, fast-talking animal with no concept of "quiet time." 
We are looking for someone with whole lot of presence and character. The actor will need to 
complement Shrek well as his loyal and ever-faithful sidekick.  !
DRAGON A dragon that has been charged with guarding Princess Fiona in her isolated castle. 
She eventually falls in love with Donkey and attempts to keep him there forever. Imposing and 
flirtatious, but tired of her job as the glorified baby-sitter.  !
DWARF Farquaad's comparably short and grumpy father. !
FIONA (Range: Gb3-F#5) She may appear to be an ideal princess straight from the fairy tale 
books, but there is more to her than that stereotypical image. She is an audacious young lady 
with a wonderful sense of humor and - surprisingly - manners akin to those of a teenage boy. !
GINGY A gingerbread man initially kidnapped by Lord Farquaad. His wit and resolution help 
him both avoid trouble and inspire the rest of the fairytale creatures. He could be a puppet. !
KNIGHTS (Range: G3-D5) The Dragon's background singers who all tried at some point to 
save Fiona from her tower but were held hostage by the Dragon. !
LITTLE OGRE A character very important to the storytelling, this younger version of Shrek 
introduces us to the whole world of the musical. !
LORD FARQUAAD (Range: A2-Eb4) A very short man with gargantuan ambition! He is solely 
interested in gaining as much power as possible. This is a role for a good singer and talented 
comedian who isn't afraid of making bold choices or looking silly.  !
MAMA OGRE and PAPA OGRE (Range: A3-C5, C3-E4) Shrek’s parents. These are great 
roles for a dynamic duo that can kick off the show with a lot of energy and presence. !
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PETER PAN (Range: E4-A4) The boy who never grew up, and he continues to act the part in 
this story. This is a great role for someone looking to play with physicality in character.  !
PINOCCHIO (Range: F3-F4) The wooden boy who cannot tell a lie without being belied by his 
growing nose. Pinocchio begins in a sour mood about his second-class status but ends the story 
as a natural leader among the Fairy Tale Creatures. This character needs a lot of personality! !
SHREK (Range: A2-G4) He may be a big, scary, green ogre to the rest of the world, but as they 
story reveals, he's really just a big fellow with a big heart. We’re looking for an actor with 
comedic chops. !
STORYTELLERS Wonderful roles for performers with natural stage presence and big, clear 
voices. These characters are important for setting up the world and moving the story forward, so 
we are looking for bold singer/actors with energy. !
UGLY DUCKLING (Range: E4-C#5) He may be bitter about his unfortunate appearance, but 
he does find camaraderie among his fellow fairy tale outcasts. This is a fun comedic role. !
WICKED WITCH (Range: C#4-Bb4) A great role for a character actress. She has a big 
personality, so we need someone who can really ham it up onstage! !
GUARDS Keep the uniformity alive and well in Duloc! Will get to work closely with Lord 
Farquaad. !
DULOC PERFORMERS A great role for dancers looking for a challenge and opportunity to be 
featured. !
PUSS IN BOOTS - A cameo role with a great costume! !
ROOSTER - A cameo role who gets to wake Fiona up at the crack of dawn. 
 
PIED PIPER - A cameo role who gets to act along with Fiona. 
 
RATS - Part of a fun moment onstage in which Fiona takes control from the Pied Piper. !
BISHOP - Conducts Fiona and Lord Farquaads wedding. !
WOODLAND CREATURES/TREES  - Get to be part of Fiona’s wake-up song. Some featured 
dancing. !
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ADDITIONAL FAIRY TALE CHARACTERS - Appear in all fairy tale scenes and are kicked 
out of the kingdom along with other Fairy Tale Characters.  !!!
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